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THE FIRST PART –
ONE “I Dream, Therefore I Am Consciousness.”

1 · By way of beginning yet again, this is the book of the genesis, of the generation of dreams
begotten yet by dreams, dreams crashing into a gleaming darkness where earth and sky
are still the same, but where space itself is suddenly collapsed into a black box-like cube,
7 · In sum, a child appears, like the dusting of eternity: and all the generations, stretching backwards without end, and all those that followed, they shall be bound unto the
end, unto all the begotten, and shall be judged by them,
17 · “You’re so cute.” That’s how they hang you. A clever little cartoon caught on the
point of a star shining brighter than all of the darkness surrounding it, glimmering like
crystals of black sugar stuck in the sky,
25 · A baby suckling at its mother’s breast, cradled, swaddled, her gaze caressing and
illuminating it with an enveloping glow. The whole of the mother’s chest seems to collapse into the face of the infant, consuming it, as admirers gather and gaze at the scene.
Meanwhile a dog sits patiently at her feet in rapt attention,
27 · Like a snake crawling into my ear, the voice that becomes my own finds its way into
me, so foreign, so alien, so unlike me, I push it away, struggling with it, but it returns
with each word I think or utter, not me but passing as me, and so I come to recognize
myself as something other, speaking,
TWO “Lose Your Object As Yourself.”
4 · In the beginning is flesh, and flesh that is made word as gurgling voices stutter into
meaning, as gurgling voices stutter into words, as gurgling talk escapes and music
sweeps around the sudden voices attaching themselves to you, as gurgling voices collide
and music sweeps swirling, gently tugging underneath as garbled voices gurgle and
swirl, music enwrapping the voices that quake and drown,
8 · A riper indemnity, this lapse of flesh, each hour, with sullen and sudden roar upon a
clock of stupendous dimensions, I, a stranger, enter in sodden cloak and brine, trying
to capture my body, so entangled in tangles of delight, as squealing, it struggles, a
shapeless mass, squirming as a shadow approaches like some enormous firming, and
for a very long period of time I can barely recognize that I am standing in this midst,
10 · Mollusk-like warm and smooth, a wet surface adhering with a thick suction grip
then releasing, a breast crawls up the side of your face as it inches along, pulling itself
forward and then arching, lunging forward again, reaching outward again to repeat that
action, a huge, sprawling mass pulling itself along in such a horrifying and nauseating
manner,
13 · Now in those days he would lay naked on a naked bed floating in the surrounding
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black ocean of the void, with wave after wave of orgasmic sensation pulsing throughout
the matching internal void of his body, rippling like colored lights throbbing. Colored
lights representing sensation: call this memory. Colored lights pulsing and throbbing:
the world and your body both become a book of shadows, and each shadow becomes a
question,
19 · There was a little old lady who lived in a star, hands running over, there you are,
arms and legs rubbing hubble on skin, fee-fi-fo-fum, bags full of twins, jump-jumpjumping up over the moon, yes sir, yes sir, alright, a tune, a twinkle ran up the clock
tonight, a forest of dreams came down in fright,
21 · A fleshy mass, full of wounds and bruises, a shapeless blob with hairy grotesque
limbs sprouting randomly between misshapen heads and lewd jutting genitalia, lumbering in labored step after step, following a set path straight for me, intent on absorbing me into its mass, an inhuman intelligence barely registering in any of its lifeless eyes
as it speaks, commanding me with its voice,
24 · A breast attached to you by a ribbon of flesh, to your hands, to your lips, to your
tongue, stuck to you as if with a kind of liquid glue, crawling over you, smothering you
with its large, gelatinous, clammy, heavy mass, like another heartbeat growing out of
you, filling you with warmth and the loose drift of left-over dread, a fleshy puddle of
flesh oozing like a slow-motion wave across you, the grift of entropic horror, clinging,
27 · Nothing is a thing, a presence, floating over there, out of view in the darkness,
behind it or in a fold or a pocket, nothing, like a thought bubble, like a voice bubble,
but invisible, somehow containing an empty sense, meaning that’s been vacated but not
voided,
THREE “Mama Won’t Eat You Anymore, She Ate Your Word.”

3 · The words come up the stairs, down the hallway, into my room, at a kind of hyperspeed, reaching and flashing into my head, ringing there like a bell, only silent and hollowing as they appear there in the space created for them, the blackness,
5 · Words grab hold of me with all the weight of flesh, and with each word I speak the
great well of darkness funds a night full of shades, as recognizing myself starting to
emerge from a shapeless mass the words are forced into me, spoken intrusions leaving
marks, floating words grabbing hold of me in my hollow flesh, thoughts passing
through words like phantoms creeping down a hallway, the letters pulling me into their
own mirror, pulling me down with their own weight, the presence of each word a
shapeless blob, like black viscous oil spreading as it enters my body,
11 · In those days a voice appeared in the darkness, descending from the staggering
heights where the sun, the moon and stars reign. Heedless of their distance, which
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snakes towards you like smoke, and for the direction, which like pleasure erases it, it
calls out in its own voice that you are chosen,
FOUR “It Is A Great Gift That I Give You.”

4 · Voices like insects buzzing as they fly into my ear, into my mouth, becoming a warm
buzzing presence in my head that becomes so heavy at times, such a ponderous weight
to be subject to as it exists in me and outside of me at the same time, helping me cross
over the thick boundary of my being, the skin of my amoebic membrane,
7 · It clings to the wall, from outside the room, wrapping itself around the doorjamb,
like a pool of mercury spreading irregardless of gravity, like a living liquid mirror, moving and stopping as though checking ahead and around before continuing. In no time
at all shapes start to emerge from the flat mass: heads and limbs sprout and then disappear back into the shiny viscosity, only to reappear in another incarnation as someone
else, an arm here, a leg there, two heads merged together, coming apart then disappearing, genitalia showing in an opening, melting back into the main mass only to reappear
as a different genital elsewhere, all contained in the shapeless form spreading from the
wall to the floor toward you,
9 · In each different room, in each different house the world was and is both offered to
you and taken from you at the same time. This is the passage of memory: these houses
are older than you are. A little chicken wearing a grayish-brown mouse jacket crawls
scampering across the dirty white linoleum of the kitchen floor. Around the arched
doorway a mother whips and turns, her hands rising up as she leaps screaming onto a
chair. As she leaps up, the panicking creature tries to hide beneath the chair. Graytinged light filters dust from the far wall, like space collapsing in a general murmuring,
11 · A shadow, a shadow hidden in her mouth, and as she speaks, a form comes, spreading out from the wall, its movement setting off the black sheath of night as a writhing
black background enters your thoughts, timid as a shadow, like a silent scream passing
into you, passing into your skin, existing in you and outside of you at the same time,
just a darkness several shades darker than the night,
14 · You’re no one when a presence appears, arms and legs of water, like answers halffull of fantasy, the night beginning to ripple like a living liquid mirror, the crest of each
wave becoming a hull of dreams as every word becomes an object in your hollowed
flesh, like pictures floating in and out of your mouth; in your mind you’re surrounded
by darkness, and the voice becomes your passage through it,
FIVE “Jack And Jill Went Up The Hill To See But Were Transfigured.”
3 · Huge hands are rising up into the sky, the distance and volume of which seems to
increase the farther you look. Walking beneath that arbor of arms, hands, and fingers
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up the damp sidewalk in the dim early morning light the other children seem together
in a world in a way that doesn’t include you, as though they were secretly singing
together in some general physical language that you don’t understand. You walk as
though in a bubble of anxious energy, breathlessly lost in the sights, the sounds, the
impressions, searching the horizon for a landmark, a beacon,
5 · Around the corner and all of a sudden space seems to open. Legs catch each falling
step as you’re surrounded by such openness that you can reach out your arms and
touch nothing. Surging forward you see a stone darker that the others. So you reach
down, pick it up and put it in your mouth. It tastes flinty on your teeth, in your mouth,
a kind of sour without the sour taste, just the effect; it tastes like the flash of an explosion seen from afar. Pulling it from your mouth you throw it, feeling space expand
again as you try to wipe the taste from your lips. Space seems to vacillate close to far, far
to close over and over again like the swinging of a pendulum or waves rippling across
the surface of a dark sheet,
7 · We’ll have to start at the beginning if we’re going to get anywhere. Or we could work
backwards from the ever shifting present. But we might never get started that way. That
would be like a constant introduction and nothing after because there would be no
after, only more introduction. So we’ll start at the beginning. Now I’m going to tell you
a story, and then I’ll tell you another,
9 · The blob-like shape looks like a large black plastic bag standing upright as it somehow moves, dragging itself across the floor; it seems flattened at the bottom, that
despite its shadowy substance gravity still somehow affects it, forcing it to settle. Arms,
legs, hands, breasts, penises, labial-like lips begin appearing and disappearing at random on the apparition: it’s difficult to determine if it possesses substance or not, it’s just
a darkness several shades darker than the night that envelopes it, a shade disguised as
shadow, a shadow hidden in the dark; closer and closer it approaches, stopping occasionally as though waiting for a reaction, but you lie there frozen, fascinated and terrified all at once, without a chance of escape, without even a voice to scream with, the
night choking you with its numbers, with its hidden numbers,
18 · As I sit wondering where my desire comes from, my mother is a ghost standing
before me, glaring angrily, her shadowy flesh translucent and cold, her face, somehow
much older now, coming off as if drifting away with smoke, my muscles frozen not so
much with fear as with knowledge of her body, a knowledge which floods my nose and
grabs my throat,
SIX “Words Without Shapes.”

3 · Words that grab hold of me like the weight of flesh, with each word I speak the great
well of darkness, finding a night full of several shades, recognizing myself as something
starting to emerge from a shapeless mass, the words are forced into me, spoken like
intrusions leaving marks, floating words grabbing hold of me in my hollow flesh,
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thoughts like lights passing through words are phantoms that creep down the hallway,
the letters pulling me into their own mirror, pulling me down with their own weight,
the presence of each word a shapeless blob, a black viscous oil spreading right next to
me as it enters my body,
17 · At night the room is dark but there is always a light under the door, a hum in the
background, somewhere there’s a woman’s voice; lying in bed listening to the television
and my parents in the living room I know this: I listen to the voices because at the center of everything is emptiness, nothingness, I listen to these voices and this laughter
because I know that at the center of me are impulses I cannot control, a fullness beyond
me, because at the center of everything is nothingness,
SEVEN “The Eternal Mysteries.”

7 · A single huge word floating down the hallway turning through the doorway into
your room, approaching you, closer and closer, until finally right next to you, touching
you, sinking into you, passing through your skin, intruding into you, introjecting, and
it’s as though by entering your body each word gains its substance, losing its color,
becoming transparent, invisible, but becoming like a weight you can’t locate, a weight
pulling on your thoughts, transparent but refracting your thoughts like light passing
through it, and this word comes down the hallway, forcing itself into you,
14 · I see the glowing red tip of the cigarette and I immediately think of my mother’s
nipples, along with flashes of a red-hot lathe peeling off metal and the burning tip of
my penis when suffering a urinary tract infection,
15 · In the lush green coolness of the backyard, in the damp mysterious shade of a huge
elm tree, I watch as a giant ant crawls along the support rib of a white wooden fence, its
weathered sectioned body leathery, the will and determination of its species to survive
at all costs apparent in its contempt for my presence,
16 · I can’t even see their faces anymore. I see them small, so small and fragile, as
though they were shrunken close to the floor, with the unsure characteristics of the old.
I can only see partial glimpses: a doughy white forehead, soft blond hair, a corner of a
smile, some small chalky wet teeth, eyebrows above fleet, flashing white eyes, paler scalp
under hair shorn short, a chin or two. But I can only imagine the entireties of their
faces; my memories are but the desolate face of a decaying city buried in time and I am
lost in it, walking empty streets, trying to find my way,
17 · I didn’t finish my sentence: The sentences are sketched without any of the sallow
reservations of finishing, and that starts to fit the invisible message, the little phrase that
speaks me, the little phrase that speaks me in a familiar voice, a deceptive call in a disenchanted intonation; I listen to it in my own voice as if it comes to me complete, as if
it were other, the most distant noise from me, and I’m afraid of that phrase,
18 · Catching a sideways glance he quickly turned to face the mirror which contained
an image he could not recognize. We are the echoes of one another, the ghosts of the
image, and we melt through one another like shadows do,
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19 · The Sandman comes gliding with his basket full of dreams, sprinkling them over
you as you sleep, handing them to you they scatter, try to catch them they fall apart,
they may hide but they never disappear; because he comes with a basket full of darkness, spilling as he walks a basket full of forgetfulnesss, a basket full of nothing, pictures
floating through, pictures covering your eyes, stuck to your arms and chest, drifting
across your back and legs, spinning in place, going down your throat, in your ears and
nose, crawling into you; soon you’re like a basket full of dreams, sprinkling bits of them
all over others as you speak, your bed a silver sliver of moon,
20 · You’ve heard people say that you don’t look like yourself, or that you don’t resemble
yourself; this is a true state of affairs, and something to be embraced. It is only a kind of
laziness with which you’re imbued which allows you to recognize the signs that you associate with yourself and to fill them with affect. They are truly empty, and your fullness is
truly without shape or form,
22 · I fall backwards through my gaze into sleep as the breath of words all but escapes
and my voice flies away, my muscles drift, my easy eyes close tight as I slip into that
closet of dreams ahead of all the sound and confusion, all of the images flitting about
like moths around a flame, images narrated by a shadow, spoken by a glint, mouthed by
a glimmer, becoming crystals of sparkling night,
24 · You’ve heard it said that life speaks in a voice you can recognize, but I say just as there
is light and sound outside of your range of perception, existing in wavelengths and frequencies you cannot sense, so it is with life, and life is like embracing a shadow in the night,
25 · Darkness is a medium as well, and as it takes me a while to shape it, I see myself
fighting myself for it, I want to enter that skin, I want to enter that fold, it’s a familiar
ritual being performed, and I shiver seeing it in my imagination,
26 · The gaze is something alive and insistent, a fastening rivet of flesh in a whiffling
field that wafts in and out of focus like a heat mirage as it desperately tries to bury that
very gaze. At that precise moment, after tumbling noisily down long dark corridors, an
image, as though floating disembodied above the floor, moves violently across the
bright room and grabs you, pinning you down with its immense feather-light weight,
defining you,
29 · Sitting in a house full of shadows and dust, pages are flakes of skin and letters are
the dark path of breath reeling amidst the shadows: I hear the gruff voice as it reads to
me, sounding out each syllable, pointing to each word, to each letter even,
EIGHT “Erasing Her Features.”

3 · The shape of the streets is a presence, the shape of the walk is a presence, the shape
of the house is a presence, the shape of the doorway is a presence, the shape of the
room is a presence, the shape of the table is a presence, the shape of the chair is a presence, all of it empty, and the emptiness it contains is a shading,
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6 · Trash, bright red patcheswabstainsoaked into white gauze pad thinner in the center.
Red stainingrabs crotches while puckering in. Frozen grip of loss. Flick,
9 · I sense the tangled entrance of mind in the exceeded rooms, but stepping into them
I can hear a voice calling me, forging a new kind of dislocation and displacement; other
rooms offer a closed dark of their own, as even in the mirror shadows are clinging, shed
and smoothing; the only everything is itself and its double: I am spoken by a Thing,
12 · Standing alone in the large open field a few dashing, blinking lights begin to appear
and disappear in quick succession. The cup of sounds, the crickets, the distant traffic,
all serve to make the sky a space enclosed by lines of escape. The earth is darker than
the sky and from out of the small bush a light appears and then disappears as quickly.
The sky blazes its darkness and the bold stars that show blaze as well. Then they appear
in numbers, dozens of lights floating in a jerky manner a few feet above the ground.
And not so much a light as a glowing that gives off light and that renders even their
shine as fuzzy and indistinct as the darkness around them,
15 · The rose being a kind of captured space exceeding scale, evening’s dreamy dominion dances everywhere, emptying the slumbering shadows as a song sounds across the
sky of that emptiness, a sound-crested moonlight as she sings,
NINE “A Genealogy Of Desire.”

5 · As the breath of words escapes, my thoughts come from outside like creeping shadowy figures coming down the stark hallway; I see them there but I can’t recognize them
and I have to get to know them, their dissonance and their disjuncture so subtle they
are only ever shadows of the world, ghosts, mocking me for wanting,
11 · Nothing is a ghost like a breath is a ghost once you exhale, the ghost of grammar at
last, flesh defying flashes of content and gone, filling and full, just a sound reverberating
in an empty room, bouncing off walls, What do you want from me, What do you want,
TEN “The Trance Of Continuity.”

11 · There is an oasis of pleasure in a desert of continuity when time melts in you like a
shadow; all is disruption, all is without coherence as you embrace instability itself,
touching it,
19 · The instant of consciousness is when everything is wrong, when everything seems
strange, off kilter in some unexplainable way. This is an indication of just how fragile
everything is. How shocks to ritual, that is, to continuity can make it all seem foreign, alien,
unfamiliar. Everything comes loose, there is no connection between things, no familiarity.
This is part of the trauma of consciousness; a defense against everything being out of joint,
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21 · Everything is itself and its double, its echo, its reflection and is different from itself
and that’s the only way it can be apprehended, as itself as another, the same but different. And every difference is a kind of cut, especially the way your memories differ from
you, or rather especially the way you differ from your memories: the same holds true
for all the stories you tell, even the ones you tell yourself; when you tell them your
tongue creates the cuts, cuts in the air, cuts in the world, cuts inside of you, between
you and you, between you and the world, and these cuts are like traces that belief clings
to; in this way everything is itself only as difference from itself, and can only be apprehended in the space between itself, the space in which it differs from itself,
27 · As I walk in on her I sense the tangled entrance of mind, in the exceeded rooms,
bunched together and bound, I hear a voice calling me, coming down from the captured places, it spreads and smears over my mother who’s dozing in the mirror, like
some kind of play that abandons its own rules, everything I touch is like a talking serpent as my voice comes to me cut-up and tethered to the other,
49 · I linger, hovering just outside of the world, one that you know well. There I am, the
death that lies in the voice, the one that will always be with us, like an odor on the
breath, both inside and out, outside and in, the reality exists in flashes of color blinding
you to the outlines hiding within the shadows and pinning you to those same dark
folds,
51 · A heartbeat stutters and slurs like crickets running wild, these stars and galaxies of
mine are crushing me with kisses. There are lots of teeth showing, a violent muzak of
gnashing like great angry blobs that leave marks upon my body: head, hand, and feet,
spoken, fallen, and gleaned. The universe is a thing in motion, and we move through it,
our lives in a wild bubble, our lives full of time. I stand in the middle of a small field
and feel the weight of the sky above me resonating with an openness as well as a
boundedness that seem to echo in all the features around me: the railroad tracks, the
trees, the ball diamond and the tangle of streets and houses all around the hollowing
bowl of the field, my breath taken from me by its muting howls of distance,
52 · I want to enter her skin as she is standing there, head slightly bowed as though
peering beneath her arm, wearing a camisole or slip-like top with thin straps her skin
exudes warmth and desire and I wish I could change magically morphing into her, finding my self, my thoughts as a presence inside of her, seeing myself looking at me as her,
53 · There is no truth in the image, everywhere you’re other to yourself a sonorous voice
laps the room, implicating the walls, the light, and the rush of darkness slowing, you are
a broken tune that exists in patches of sounds, the taste of blood taking the place of
words in your mouth,
ELEVEN “A Once Poignant History Of Time And Timelessness.”

3 · Shadows of leaves, streetlights through the branches cast patterns on the sidewalk,
patterns which shift as you move in deep deep dark and circles of light, steps shuffle
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and clatter away, the sounds falling down the empty street, that stretching long long
tube of eternity,
5 · My life is like a savage confession: it’s only because she’s revealed that she can see,
and can see me, an event that seems to be heading my way. We live on a minor planet
orbiting an ordinary star, one of a hundred billion stars making up the Milky Way, which
on a clear night looks like a smear of light or a handful of flour casually tossed across the
sky. Beyond the Milky Way, powerful telescopes can see hundreds of billions of other galaxies spread through space in a complex hierarchical pattern of galaxy clusters and superclusters. So what am I to sacrifice, if not myself, how am I to succeed, stranded as I am in
four gorgeous dimensions, breathing-in my oh so gaseous medium, looking on and
across arcs of light that swoop in my eyes and across my thoughts. I am, a cartoon figure sticking a finger in a light socket, my whole head filling with a bright white light,
11 · Screaming terror, filling and full, that great current that is my mother; but all of a
sudden space seems to open, and I pull myself away, inward and in word,
13 · Doesn’t he remember, if he doesn’t remember why doesn’t he. Angular muscles
defined cords breathing coarse sensations spilling laughing fingers tickling pressing probing
pinned strength squirming wrestling together throbbing over tossed above giving himself
struggling with his very own breathless presence. Doesn’t he remember, that presence is
over there now, it’s found a way across the room in something like the sweep of a
broom,
17 · Was there ever a time before you were together, before the voice filled you with
such a space, insuring that even though it wasn’t a room it was more than just a room;
Considering that the universe is only an expanding bundle of spoken energy, what you
hear is an image of the voice en passant, a voice in advance of the dream; a dream deeper and darker than the sky, arrayed in its sudden resemblance of mind, pictures hollowed out and stuffed with sound, waiting for a voice to claim them,
23 · For years I had long drawn out fantasies of fighting my double in an enclosed room
in the basement. The room would consist of padded floor, walls, and ceiling. This
allowed for a total combat, a complete struggle between the two identical fighters. The
main difference was simply that my consciousness, my thinking, my insight, the very
voice in my head didn’t include him. In fact, he was a mystery to me, something impenetrable. This is the beginning of fear, of dread: I was other to myself, my image was
other to me,
25 · Remember what I told you, Feelings bounce off the walls and hit your skin, Do as
you’re told, Heavy with pulses and throbs, Don’t make me repeat myself, Brightened flesh
resonates with sensation, Remember what I said, Inside my arms there are galaxies of
bloody stars, Don’t talk back to me, I am filled with waves of this molecular fire burning,
I want you to sit there and keep quiet, Hands feel clammy and moist, Don’t you dare open
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your mouth, The heart is racing and breathing comes in gasps, Where did you learn to
say things like that, As the eyes close the feelings rush in at first but soon begin to drift
away, Don’t you dare talk back to me, The grass and trees and buildings all have my feelings, Don’t make me tell your father, When I dream they’re all around outside of me, Do
what I tell you to do, They flow through my body like tickling waves, Bite your tongue,
They build inside like that, You know what your father said about that, They make me
shiver and shake, Don’t waste your breath arguing with me, The body clenches in rapid
shallow breaths, Don’t you dare open your mouth, Feelings coagulate and stiffen from
closed eyes to violently outstretched legs, I’ll have to tell your father what you said,
Everything relaxes like sand sliding on sand, If you say one more word you’ll regret it,
Everything inside is like a passing whooshing hush,
27 · The landscape of my childhood: a battlefield, whether Europe or the US, pockmarked by the craters from explosions, with bullet holes in the walls and gaps blown
into stone fences. Smoke and dust fill the air which is crowded and thick with the
sounds of rifle and artillery, along with the screams of men. Cities are ruined and fields
scattered with the dead and mortally wounded. The sky is gray when it’s not on fire
with flames from burning buildings and the fleshy flashes of weaponry. This is the
world into which I am born,
29 · I want there to be shape and form so I cling to stories showing me how to desire,
just as I stowed away in a rush of sensation and pure want and found myself trembling
after the exertion of pleasure, again I am a tumbling pulsation of images and voices
locked in agitation, fabricating a mute cacophony, lost in these structured dreams of
pleasure; do you think I like having these things in my head and not knowing why I do,
I sure you understand, you probably feel the same, you probably get lost in these structured dreams of pleasure and have to find yourself again too, shaping and without
form, but standing upright,
30 · As I touch myself, wondering what my desire is based on, my mother is a corpse
standing before me, glaring angrily, her gelatinous flesh translucent and cold, her face,
somehow so much older now, coming off as if washing away in water, my muscles
frozen not so much with fear as with a knowledge of her body,
33 · Wave after wave of color, light and sound wash over me, pulling at me, dragging me
with its mass, like the pull of dreams, a pull that nauseates. Chewing gum, fruit candies
sweet and sour, special bikes and small cars, cowboys shooting, soldiers rushing, nurses
waiting, a mother’s arms reaching out in embrace, I had to go out of the way to even
notice myself, and now, on the verge of exhaustion, I stand on the horizon of color and
shape, peering with faraway eyes into the emptiness and total joyous abandon of desire,
34 · I am a tune just out of earshot but one that you know: here I am, I live in the voice
and I will always be with you. Living on the breath, where inside is out and outside is
in, the fantasy exists in swatches of color, an empty outline in dark lines or white,
35 · I thought I saw the wind in a room full of shadows, lightning crawling down a
rainspout, carefully guided across a screen, woven shape to shape, angle to angle, direc-
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tion to direction. A rhythm is created, a drumbeat of desire, echoing with a solid hollowness off of your face: creatures crawl, jump, wiggle, squiggle and race, stopping on a
dime, shooting straight into the air like a clutch and collection of nothings attached to a
grin,
36 · It’s like pissing fire, it begins like shards of glass or razor blades inside your urethra
and turns into a kind of liquid fire by the time it reaches the end, like acid burning into
your flesh but leaving it unscarred, without trace as though it were immediately able to
heal or to resurrect itself, as though pain and death were not so much the measure of
immanent destruction as resurrection is as it returns us to consciousness,
37 · The earth and the sky are but clouds moving, breathing your breath as you breathe.
The summer sun scatters images in the air, tiny pieces of confetti refracted and parched,
stealing your breath from the inside. As if your mind were bathed in a brilliant light,
possessing you, stealing you, and each movement, each thought seems tuned to some
great directing force: they climb into your bowels and take you over,
43 · It’s always the same in these dreams, I’m lost in a strange city, all alone, but I don’t
feel panic, a clear darkness reverberates and I sense myself in the folds, in the empty
places,
44 · Flies walking on your eyelids fall into the crack of every blink right into the
entrance of mind stepping into your dreams like through the holes in a screen door you
see out of into that dark that edge of sleep like a cut you reflexively pull away embracing
consciousness as you would a life preserver in the open sea, alone, and dark, so dark the
mattress itself becomes a raft in the night as you float above the stormy turmoil of your
dreams,
45 · An all-consuming urban conflagration, the figures rising from my imagination and
passing across the darkening sky, superheroes all, with super powers as well, as bright
colors explode and flash, word-things fill the horizon, and then all fades into shadow
and thick tangled forest erupts around a half-naked torso, limbs filled with muscle, covered in sweaty, dirtied flesh, framing an intent glare from under hunched and nuanced
brows, a weapon clenched in a desperate hand, a wary glance passing back and forth as
the breath waits bated, sinews tightening as the hand clenches tightly, a figure poised on
the balls of his feet, moonlight glistens on greasy blood and dirt-streaked skin, flesh
undulating beneath the skein and sheen of skin pulsing, the heart pounding in a slew of
lines from head to foot and hand to lung, the very air around us alive with monstrosities, each one a different kind of horror and death driven deep into our cells, leaving an
emptiness like a hallway stretching away between the atoms of the air, where the hollow
sky howls,
47 · I sense the tangled entrance of mind in the exceeded rooms, but going in I hear a
voice calling to me, evening’s dreamy dominion dances everywhere and sound-crested
moonlight empties the slumbering shadows as it speaks; a distant mumble, rent ripple
of spacetime, there are cuts at the open ends of forever, yet somehow some sense of
resemblance burns into my life; other rooms offer such a close and closed dark, it’s easy
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to feel myself being spoken by another, by a thing collecting all that I am to take my
place, dissolving as I am into nothingnesss: no longer really an I, I am always something
else,
TWELVE “My Midrashic Me.”

1 · What is there to remember; it’s always a shock or a trauma which jolts you out of
this trance of continuity you call your life. It’s truly a kind of dislocation that makes the
familiar, that which is produced by ritual and repetition, seem strange,
2 · Now the mirror you look into is a black pool, the voice you hear is an echo growing
hollow, the story you believed in is no longer true, your edifice, your symbolic identity
has crumbled,
4 · I imagine pressing up against her, feeling her flesh quiver and undulate in and with
each contact, feeling my hardness through my pants, clothes against clothes, flesh in the
darkness beneath, hot up where her thighs meet, I swim in sensation from one incendiary breath to another, from me to her to me to her,
6 · What is there to remember, I look back in pain and with remorse at all the opportunities I’ve missed, thinking I was stupid and that I should never have missed them.
When I remember thus and thusly I’m not seeing myself, I’m not seeing who I am, I’m
seeing an ideal person I measure myself against. It’s a kind of mourning of who I’m
not, not a discovering of who I am. Now I realize that, given who I am, they were always
opportunities for someone else, not for me. My opportunities were elsewhere. I’m
always the remainder of the equation, the differing amount,
8 · What is there to remembering, like a sweeping searchlight which flashes across your
eyes, life displays itself in undifferentiated variety, garish and bright, assaultive and
invading, a torn decree that rends asunder,
10 · What is there to forget, everything is lost, always, like every true event. One world
away, here we are on the other side of the mirror. What we try to hold on to dies, and
what lives relentlessly slips through our grasp,
15 · Blessèd flesh, blessèd desire, come over me now, cover me with your stanchions of
shadow, with your standards of shade, and as darkness is another layer of transparency,
come to me as you are, blessèd flesh, blessèd desire, I know how you know me, take me
out of my obliterating mass, pass me into my life,
17 · The hallway and the room are passing into you, into the space of your thoughts like
blocks of light full of images or a weight you can’t locate as you try to remember the
voice you hear disappearing with its hidden trigger calling forth, wrapping itself around
the jamb through the doorway into your room disguised as a shadow, the darkness
dropping in like an apparition slicing itself into you, the words like rippling phantoms
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becoming snakes crawling into your ears or sensation entering your body, touching you
with thoughts like light grabbing and shaking you, passing through you, light passing
through voices like insects buzzing, wrapped around empty images as you sleep,
20 · “There is no Holy Spirit without the squashed body of a bird...” The day is bright, as
only a springtime heat of pre-summer brightness can be, with a lightness and crisp
newness to the air. Deep vaulting blue sky as I walk along on the sidewalk next to the
busy street. Green grass borders the sidewalk and is the only barrier between it and the
street. Cars pass closely, travelling at a fair speed approaching from behind. As I walk
along I notice a small bird, too young to fly, hopping across the sidewalk toward the
street. A short hop or two to cross the grass and a bigger hop off the curb. Just as it
hops into the street, the huge right front tire of a bus travelling by flattens the little bird
into a colorful red and yellow glistening mass. It’s as though a cartoon had just played
itself out in front of me. I break out laughing at the rapid absurdity of the situation, at
the total ignorance of its fate shown by the little bird, and wonder about what of the
universe and the particular have been revealed,
22 · The story paints the picture clear: him, stumbling stiff and zombie-like through the
neighborhood making his way home with sheets of burned skin and clothes hanging
from his charred body. Some older boys had poured gasoline into the large ship boiler
the younger kids were playing in and wouldn’t leave. They then lit the gasoline on fire.
His friends had pulled him from the raging boiler and had thrown him in the river. It
was a haunting image of horror to see him stumbling home in shock, skin hanging
from him in burnt sheets, the pain and fear on his face leading the way through the
shady green of the forest-like neighborhood, as though he were suddenly outside of the
flow of time, or more a part of the shadows,
00 · “And it came to pass when Jesus finished,” My face comes off of my skin, washing
away with the water, and I’m left to be an anxious reflection as I encounter another
desire; now there are gaps, in the text, in the story, in memory, two strands of logic connected past and present which together make up a future; these are like the principles in
and out of history, the principles in and out of memory,
27 · “If only I could get past the pain I would know everything.” Thumbs pressing on eyelids as sharply red green blue sparks flash beneath the pain increasing with every second
of exploding light if only I could get past the pain if only I could get past the pain if
only I could get past the pain I would know everything flashing lights like fireworks
beneath my eyelids,
28 · In the dark the trees shake their leaves with each gust of breeze, the images of those
around you rise in your drifting dozing mind and your grandparents, parents, siblings,
and friends pass in and out of view, as though from a murky fog into which they disappear, your room an alien presence in its solidity and detail, those same things revealing
the shape of the dwellers, upright, a presence, telling,
29 · Our identities are like condensed archives of which we only ever see the surface, and we
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dwell in a mirage of consistency. We are all of us structured as fictions, and our very realities are, invariably, fictive. It’s not so much about a mythical beginning as it’s a question of
a lack in being: you become someone else, you identify with someone else to escape your
own fundamental lack in being. You take on someone else’s speech patterns and tones, gestures and expressions, even appearance, and, as you do so, you take on their desire as well
which comes along like a stowaway, like an alien, a parasite which seeks to take you over.
You go willingly as it becomes you and you become it,
32 · This is how I am chosen: I am anointed with the fragrant oil of the voice in my head, I
am anointed by the voice which captures the Other in its essence, I am anointed by the
presence in the voice for the voice is a presence that gives form to an invisible shape. I am
what appears,
36 · The flesh of my wine has loosened, the dandelions are crippled bells. This is the
landscape of my childhood: the past is always disguised as memory. Voices move
around me, sounds invade me. Language here is the mask of the past just as the words
in my head are the memories of sounds. Try as you might you can’t get away from the
past. Maybe that’s why you remake your memories all the time. Memories, like wisps of
cloud in the moonlight, transcend the binary structure of consciousness as they color
and interact with the present: what was is, and will be,
39 · In order to sleep I have to step outside of myself, it’s as though lying there I have to
see myself from another perspective, from outside, different than my normal perspective, I have to step outside of myself, it’s like when I pray to God before I go to sleep I
can see myself from the perspective of God,
41· Facing the mirror you bend over the sink and cup water in your hands and, as you
splash it over your face, you feel your features coming off your skin, washing away with
the water, leaving you feeling your face is just a wet two-dimensional surface, you have
to look back into the mirror to get them back on again,
42 · She wore a short tight skirt and nylon stockings, and the way she moved, sat, and
gestured seemed to revolve around the dark central mystery of her sex, it was as though
she were pivoting on something planted inside of her,
THIRTEEN “So That The Blind Can See.”

5 · In a dream, a folder of papers in a drawer: rifling through them I encounter my
father’s death and it completely unsettles me; because of that I managed to break things
all day long; here we have the ghosts of grammar, the open door of distorting desire,
7 · Think of your father’s voice inside your mother’s body: this is how words throb to
life in your mouth; my father’s voice inside my mother’s body and I am born,
9 · I will make a future without G-ds, I will make a future without destiny, I will make a
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future without fate, I will claim my life as a true event, and the ground will erupt and
what was dead will come back, revealed like life,
10 · Beneath my eyelids there is a blinding light in the darkness, lost like every true
event,
12 · We are being pulled and formed by city and familial community, painting us with
ground shards of glass or a kind of fire made from light, an all-consuming conflagration or close-closed cells of rain falling upon open fields of wind, these images, these
images stolen from us and scattered while we fall and feel the lights in our eyes and all
the gazes upon us, The parable of being and of being seen, those eyes like jolts of light
right through us,
14 · Despite her disapproving looks I would do it one hundred times out of one hundred, one thousand times out of one thousand, over and over, again and again, if only
to try to render her glare powerless,
15 · The room is dark and your thoughts circle now like leaves trapped in a current,
hard projected and crashing against the wall, they settle into rivulets and spectacle,
exploding like shiny, glittery smudges painted across the theater of your consciousness,
16 · For a long period of time we could only feel that he was here in our midst because
identity is like confused solder in the ear, a distant little rumble to the extent that it
comes to pass, my little despotic omnipresence, this is the faintest moment ruffling, an
ear at night in my bedroom, falsely breathing,
17 · The moving images seem to be coming from me, not existing before me, and I felt
that my true self was in them and I was emptying out, emptying out into them, and
that they were my true self, the truth of me, and I’m over there in them, and not only
here,
19 · I was in the pantry with my mother and she was slapping me over and over again
and more than the physical pain was my disappointment that she would hit me and the
memory of my life of punishment which felt so oppressive and confusing and I just
wanted something else, I wanted to be free of it, so I slapped her back without forethought and plan I just hit her back, just once, but I was big enough now to stop her
and I could see her straighten up with an attentive confusion and not a little surprise
and even maybe fear. Tearfully, and nearly sobbing with anger and fear, I told her never
to hit me again,
22 · Standing before the sink the medicine cabinet is directly in front of you, the large
mirror set into the door is in fact framed by it, and the flat surface of the sink extending
around its bowl matches the dimensions of the door as though they were distorted
reflections of one another; suddenly, today, as the door swings back closed a little too
quickly the mirror slips from its stays and falls forward, shattering on the hard flat stone
flanges of the sink, pieces scattering in the sink and onto the floor; the moment shatters
as well, scattering your thoughts as surprise washes over you, gripping you as your gaze
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passes over the disarranged pieces of the mirror all around, the bright silver fragments
reflecting bits of the day, the upside down pieces like flat gray holes in the air; collecting
them your thumb slides along a sharp edge, as it slices open you quickly pull away feeling the smooth pressure of the cut, red, red blood flowing, dripping down onto the liquid silver like reflected reflections glimpsed in a moving stream as you start to feel light
headed,
24 · Stopping to stare off into the dim light you can feel yourself caught in a cascading
avalanche of tumbling forms and shapes, bursts of color and silent explosions of sound
as the dramas unfold. Flying through the air, crashing through buildings, possessing
flame and the ability to change the shape of your body, you do so and will never be able
to escape your gift, which is also your curse. You, like these heroes, live between the
molecules of gas in the air which you are able to see as you shrink yourself down to that
microscopic size. You, like those heroes, are as large as the planets as you dilate and
grow to an incredible size,
31 · All of the images and letters are as numerous as sand on a beach and they stick to
you and are shed as easily. Some grains get in your shoes or clothes and linger. Some
images and letters exist in clumps like a doughy mix adhering to one another, others
only stick to your wet skin. Soon these become all of the images around you as you
begin to possess a kind of gravity that causes them to orbit around you, spinning and
crashing together, forming new shapes and trajectories unknown and unexpected,
33 · Clothing a mystery: closing my eyes I see her, her legs tightly wrapped by the nylon
mesh of her stockings, her stockings which travel up and disappear into her crotch, her
crotch hidden by her skirt, her skirt under which I know there’s a heat there, there in
her groin, something hot and moist for me to sink into, into her darkness, I can feel her
squeezing me, squeezing me with her dark mystery, her dark mystery like a something
at the center of everything,
37 · Drifting lost in the backseat of the car you begin to doze, eyes closing, and as you
do you slowly begin to sink into the whining hum of the christening wheels and everything else becomes something rushing by, all the images, all the faces, all the feelings,
the voices, the thoughts, all rushing by,
FOURTEEN “There’s More Than One Everything.”

13 · Stripping my imagination bare, trying to find the engine, the constituent parts, trying to figure out why I keep thinking this or why I keep imagining that, why I think the
same thing over and over again, obsessing, it’s like being lost in a movie or a song, that
is, sounds that are like images, and images that are like sounds, as though that were the
fabric of thought, can I even keep thoughts in my head like that without words, just a
flurry of images, a kind of conjuring, it’s like I’m talking to myself now with the images
of words, sounding each one silently, not sounds but the impressions of sounds, the
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images of sounds, and everyone must be doing this otherwise what else is there, there’s
only some kind of emptiness like a silent buzzing, framed and punctuated by physical
sensation, everything else a splash of images and sounds across the sky of that emptiness, a splash of images and sounds, a splash of images and sounds in the open ends of
forever, it’s like being a ghost in a room watching all of that, the risen corpse of yesterday with fire in its bones, the splayed furnace of all things held together, like a darkness
that fills something, a ghost asking an ear, who’s there,
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THE SECOND PART –
The past does not complete me, nor does the future · My mind, a site for the collapsed
cubism and chaos of sleep, is being hollowed out by a fantasy, like a curling wave wrapping around itself · I’m playing something out with the body, somewhere along its symmetries, a dull bromide for the everything that has been and is being returned, as
though my past has caught up and is now passing me,
Anger coursing through my arms lashing out · Tearing things off the walls · Pictures,
paintings, coverings thrown to the ground · Arm sweeping across a table · Dishes, silverware, glasses smashing to the floor · Grab the side of the table and turn it over · Go
on to the next, and the next, and the next, I hate myself, I hate what I exchange in the
temple of myself,
The corner of the room folded into other corners, some old, some current, memory projection inside memory projection, the film’s rapid blinking, folded into itself, looping,
fading, do I fade away when I say the words, sleeping, waking,
I am a treacherous consciousness, a precarious resolution to the problem of what I am,
betraying everything, including myself,
Ours is a crowded chaos, a tsunami of time sweeping everything along with it ·
Memories allow for the illusion of stability whereas everything is unstable · Once upon a
time,
A shiny pearl in the way of infinity · The dark was the kind of chocolaty dark that
seemed not merely textured but full of shapes · And everything in it seemed to crackle ·
Turning away toward the scrub and the bushes the right hand seamlessly unzips the
zipper reaches in searching pulling out the warm moist penis · Relax pushing · As the
urine stream begins to flow it seems to glow tracing fire down to the ground where
blinking embers begin to glow in a clear red fire · Instead of extinguishing a fire the
stream as it arcs seems to be a trail of fire collecting in a pool of glowing embers at my
feet · Looking up and around the air seems to consist of small red green blue dots · The
black sky seems of a solid piece · A roof pressing you in place · Voices seem to come
from across a field or a body of water · I have no thoughts for the future or of the past ·
Shaking off the last droplets with a rolling shiver up the spine everything in the world
re-introduced · With clothing in place I turn to face the others · The others are already
in the car · Loud metal door latch clicks swinging on creaky hinges opening · Transfixed
by the concentric display of light from the streetlights the air seems as though it were a
mass of twitching life buzzing at the base of your skull · Outside of its circle the night
forbids and forebodes · Rings around the moon set it apart, a milky pearl in the shiny
black sky,
Sitting in the wooded area as the drug creeps into your mind like a wind or a storm the
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leaves seems like green molecular fire overflowing their physical boundaries and limitations · Every breeze rattles and shakes them leaving them clattering · Every striking stillness grows more and more deafening until a small stirring breeze starts their conversation again shaking your mind,
Spread out through the night your body betrays you · Will you stay up with me · Your
body feels like the darkened landscape as the light inhabits your mind · Short strings
and dots of color appear and disappear in the blackness like dust magnified · Your body
buzzes like distant traffic hollowing you and the night · The bed and covers over you
like rolling hills populated by the sounds around you · A storm of thoughts spill on you
rolling like rivulets · Try to hold them as they escape · Drifting away,
Should we fear that other · The agent of your dreams is always watching · Sleeping or
awake it stays the same · Even unto death, that lack of lack · This agent and you are
coordinated and act as though you are in no way separate, that absence of absence ·
Defined by an entangled relation of nonlocality · The distance between your consciousness and your dreams exists where time and space have no meaning, that blackhole of
life · Knowing this we gaze out over the flatness of history with disbelief · But we should
never feel alone or the terror associated with it · Another is always there · Your dreams
are with you · Watching,
A picture flashed and I saw myself standing across the street, the gaze burning through
the film stock as it bubbled catching fire · The shadows pan across my eyelids, an accumulation of detail bursting through the burning film · Why try to measure the darkness
when the future is undressed · Memories are projected inside the film’s rapid blinking,
folding into themselves, looping, fading, in and out · Sleeping, waking, a memory of
who you are is coming, the you that you are when you’re dreaming · Just as the rumbling effect tears the earth, or the piercing sound frightens the mind, dreams coming
back in flashes haunt me, their weight affecting my balance, I am pulled by their tidal
forces,
I drift farther and farther into the night, into the dark chaos of sleep · Spread out
throughout that night, the only contents are the constant dreams that, through concealment, reveal themselves · My body betrays me, I feel the memory in it and it stiffens
with pain, folding in on itself like a thought · Just as though I were being followed by
some fantasy, my mind, acting as a screen, is the hollow place of sleep · There are phantasms catching fire in a drop of blood and my wounds have become a hooded figure
shadowing me · There are signs and there are sayings; a scrambled hand lost in some
tremulous wilderness, they pull at me,
The long county road stretches in both directions · Crowded with traffic · I weave along
barefoot, full of life outside of the world, the way is narrow, people and machines
crowding · Suddenly I’m surrounded by hostile faces, by leers and sneers, by anger and
resentment, blocking my way they leave me one small avenue · As I walk down it I real-
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ize my path is blocked by a large steam-roller coming directly across some fresh lain
asphalt, hot, still steaming as I’m forced to cross it to get out of the path of the huge
roller · With each step the pain becomes greater, behind I hear the laughter and remarks
of the cruel workers as I pass off the lane onto the dirt, gravel, and scrub at the side of
the road · Walking away I refuse to look back to acknowledge them just as I refuse to
show them the pain I’m enduring as I walk slowly into the city, a chorus of jeers behind
me thrown like stones after me · Soon my feet are cleansed of the asphalt by sand and
grasses, and I try to think no more of it, tears welling behind my eyes, pushing my face
outward, as hurt by the rejection as by the physical pain I feel, it’s as though I lock
everything away, there’s something about it that I can’t get to, the hurt, I feel stupid and
used by someone for their pleasure,
The night and all its invisible objects forge the illumination of a face · Ultimately the
spectacle is death, with all flesh entwined in the far-frayed ends of time · The past is
made up of severed lives, broken in the process of adding and subtracting,
A long, loose flap of night unfastens itself, reaching inside your windows as a small animal rustles about out of sight · Language flutters, a faucet drips, and you’re a growing
storm gradually surrendering itself to a mirror that’s both in and out, like a long, loose
flap of light · A phone rings continually in the darkness, lying hidden, like a wounded
destiny,
The flux and flummox of here and now, a gravity, a loss that empties itself into a universe of swirling rivulets, into sound-crested moonlight, into slumbering shadows, and
then a darkness flows sweeping, covering everyone and everything with the wound of
forever,
The steps are silent, but what can’t be hidden is the creaking of the wooden floor
beneath them, the silent, creaking steps of something unknown, slowly, steadily
approaching out of the dark hallway, the house itself in such a hush, frozen with contagious fear as everything waits,
I breathe in the moon, the candy-sparkle of the stars sits in a heady sprinkle of night as
finally my vision comes · The contorted faces, the missing histories, the twisted limbs,
the disjointed moments; I was given these dreams by forces within me I cannot see,
How to reveal through concealment · Meaning comes from a doubling of moments, an
algebra of reflections in time, despuming a scrambled flesh, the only wound being a
temporal pathway · I dissemble and regress in this, the capital of brevity, as it lingers,
insisting · What’s real and what isn’t · Language stutters and you’re born, like a new
universe · You can only go a far as a wounded tomorrow, but you can lose your essence
to a wounded forever · I remember and I forget, but I have the power to become what
I’m describing, to set a light in this world · Embrace me, embrace my words, I am the
betrayer and I am the betrayed,
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This is the Book of Memory · A book that changes every time you open it · The past does
not complete me, nor is it the future that makes me want · I imagine events that might
have occurred, detail after detail emerging, and crowded out by memory, the past disappears,
This is the Only Living Novel · My mind, a site for the collapsed cubism and chaos of
dreams, is being swallowed by fantasy, like a curling wave wrapping around itself · I’m
playing something out on the body, something along its symmetries, a dull bromide for
the everything that has been and is returning as though the past had caught up and is
now pulling ahead,
I exhale the moon, projecting a shape into the future · I vomit out the sky, projecting a
space into the world · As the stars return my gaze, the clouds brush my eyes and the
world stumbles under the weight of thought · As I stand in the hollow dome of air
breathing, a past that never was supports me · How many can sing of such breathless
moments · I am a child of Abraham and I dwell in the tradition of the Book; I say to
you that there is no God, but that without God we couldn’t and wouldn’t be who and
what we are · We need a God that doesn’t exist in order to complete our constitution,
our make-up, we need a non-existant God in order to be human and this is the central
paradox of our existence as sexed, speaking animals, here, where I can only ever take
you for what you mistake yourself to be,
I’m drowning in a sea of images, so I pull my head up out of the water and gasp,
breathing; for a moment I can see clearly as though wrapped in morning light, the kind
of delicate light that’s like tissue paper or like cotton candy in your eyes, a soft focus on
the perimeter and a muted pastel sharpness between, soft yellow, creamy white, with silver-gold flecks inside every atom, a lozenge of light in every speckle, specks of light in
every ray, rays of light in every spectrum, spectra in every eye, rivers of light flowing to
the sea, swallowing me until the darkness saves me,
Breathless in a sea of noise I’m choking on death, after each ineffectual gasp I’m forced
down deeper, each breath splitting the dark, each gaze ringing the hollow darkness like
a bell, invisible cracks forcing their way to and from like lightning bolts sensed in the
air, doorways opening and closing millisecond after millisecond until space itself seems
defenestrated by habitation,
An historical aside · At one point in the mirroring of my mind I saw myself seeing
myself being seen · A by-product of the interaction of my eyes and my sight, that is, my
mind · That split is the wound of subjectivity which consciousness attempts to heal ·
That same consciousness which is invested in the mirror, seeing what it takes for itself ·
Consciousness attempts to heal that rift, in the process confusing itself for another,
Along with me the room quivers, shaking · I feel things slipping, falling apart, as though I
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were no longer pertinent, my sense of being closer to the molecular than to the I, all my
constituent parts, all the images, all the names, the phrases, all the glimpses, all the stories, the walls, the floors, the furnishings crumble and become a kind of current I’m
swept along in, shiny little fragments swirling around emptiness,
Now, as far as the story goes, the moments become the long hallway, they drift down its
length, expanding, following a traditional pattern as the body refreshes its consistency
as consciousness careens; nothing about death is impossible when your memories
attack you, splaying you,
A sparkle, a glimmer, light and shade dancing through the leaves as wind, sun and cloud
interact · Now, as far as the story goes, the moments becomes the long hallway, they
drift down its length, expanding, following a traditional pattern, as the body relishes its
consistency · Because the stars return our gaze, brandishing the universe, holding it out
before us, consciousness careens, and as nothing about death is impossible, your memories attack you, splaying,
I felt a crushing blow, a weight pressing me down, pushing my flesh into its very shape
as within I see only a bright glowing orb of light illuminating the darkness, and all goes
quiet as I seem to float,
The expansion of the name · I say to you that the very impulse of being is a cruel curse
and every night I traverse its perimeter and limit · There where I can step outside of
both myself and it I am a dynamic echo of the symbolic like light stepping out of its
brittle nightgown into an eternity where everything is a warm brooding of dust · Even
emptiness is punctuated by forever · That presence in the universe is only an expanding
sleep · Consciousness will be the true remainder,
Burnt gold and red the field appeared frozen in the last resigning moments of daylight,
the sun looming like the fiery ball it is · There is a certain amount of safety here, away
from the world and its demons and its demands, away from suspicious, prying eyes,
blackening now with night,
We imagine our true satisfaction · What should we be, we children of Abraham, we children of the Book, how are we to honor that tradition when we can no longer believe ·
This is meant to be a continuation of the tradition, which means a dissimulation of that
tradition · We should recognize that that tradition is one of substitution and that we
can honor it by continuing that very operation of substitution, the one that gives us
wine for blood,
What if consciousness were merely an attempt at a resolution, the solution to a problem, and every time we spoke we addressed something, a part of our make-up, of our
psychical constitution, a something that functions in the role of God,
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How many people did we meet on our way out of our home · How may people greeted
us with questions, how many were searching for answers · How many miles did we
expend and exhaust, how many sunrises and sunsets followed us across the sky, how
many days and nights fell like a kind of rain · How many times were we tempted to stop
and return, how many ways were we denied so much, how many desires did we pass
over on our way, how many whispered smiles did we spill · How many dismissed us as
mad, how many struggled to keep their world by challenge, how many fallen words will
resonate, how many times has the earth stumbled under the weight of thought, how
many can sing of breathless revelation · How many times were we tempted on our journey, how many offered us magic thought and potions, how many times did flesh render
us weak, how many times did we need to retreat into solitude, how many repairs were
made to the open heavens, how many pieces of the sky did we gather · How many curses were hurled at us like sticks and stones, how many were saddened by our going and
wished us well, how many ignored us and continued on their way, how many fed and
housed us, how many wives laughed and widows howled, how many footsteps like
musical staffs were inscribed, how many know that our lives are like a song we sing
together and apart,
All these things that haunt me must give way to all of this, folded under like weeds to
fertilize growth; some seeds fall on fertile ground and sprout, some fall on fallow
ground and die, still others fall on rock and become a source of irritation, giving rise to
such sores that even the eyes that see them are like broken windows, empty in the center, surrounded by jagged spurs, the reflections they give off incomplete, like faces
appearing suddenly in the dark and just as suddenly disappearing,
Use me to make yourself pure, to cleanse the floor of memories that cling like groundin soil, to walk on fresh earth, to mark-out fresh soil, to make a fertile field so you may
grow, and with your growth recover the world, the world withheld from you by those
who shape you, twisting you to their desires and designs, who in pursuit of their own
desires refuse you and your desire,
When I had finished I had the impression that I had merely confused her and that her
confusion was nothing more than a reflection of my own; I think my hope was that by
acting somehow my confusion would be ameliorated, that my path would become clear
and that I could finally proceed in confidence, all proceeding toward the reckoning that
would be my life, the reckoning between myself and the cosmos, and I will be embraced
by the star-ridden hands of the universe; but first I must suffer, this is the path and
means of purification, a baptism by experience, one doesn’t negotiate with experience,
it brings its own set of rules,
Nerves flickering like stars ripped from the sky, I feel the hard shadow of her body come
alive, breathing, her lips there but not there, wrapped in and around themselves as my
stomach lightly grips, twisting, pulling me in,
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Sentences like snakes writhing around one another · The clouds brush my eyes and the
earth stumbles under the weight of thought · Crowded by memories I want to be, I
want my words to be a tear in the fabric of the world · Tear a hole in convention and
you tear a hole in the world · Tear a hole in the world and you become a wanderer in
the desert · Together the two journeyed far into the country and spoke with the people there
teaching them and many were amazed by their words · Every time we speak God is present in the act, and it’s because of the word that we experience loss,
Standing, looking across the hillets of the wide field I felt my self dissolve, as though
small parts of me were flaking off and slowly floating up and away revealing the essence
of what I am, an emptiness, but an emptiness like a ball of light, a purer nothingness,
I am a presence in the darkness, a dark light glowing beneath the black night, an invisible fire burning, waves of light like strange breezes wafting through me and into the
night, once there and then gone,
A light, running beneath the surface like a flame chasing a trail of lighter fluid as it
sparks, the very air catches fire as it buzzes, slowly erupting in a fiery ball of empty
being, a hissing hush of life,
Standing facing the bright white-yellow sun the warmth of it enters beneath my skin
and I feel my own sun glowing inside, a building brightness reaching outward for the
warmth that envelopes me, glowing,
I bring a new law to replace the old, a new order to replace the old as I stand being
judged before the court for the crime of wanting something else; such is the discord I
sow, such is the discord you will reap if you follow me,
The new law is merely the fulfillment of the old law, one metaphor beyond, one turn of
the symbolic screw more, a new order imparted · Sons will turn away from fathers and
daughters will turn away from mothers displacing the old with the new, their proximity
to authority will have its effect; but perhaps this too will change,
This is the story of the story I tell myself about myself · I live in a room full of rooms, in a
house full of houses, I see a window full of windows, a mirror full of mirrors · Mine is a
troubled and troublesome consciousness, I feel the sky shifting and I see it reflected
everywhere · I dwell in echoes along with all of my transgressions, each in a different
voice with a different tale to tell; this voice, that voice, each borrowing my voice; I can’t
stop the voices overwhelming me, voices like demons clawing in my head, for now the
world is a story and my ears can never be closed · A single voice can be heard whispering somewhere in the dark, somewhere just beyond reach and comprehension, beyond
understanding and certainty, somewhere I’m not sure even exists · I’m just the image of
an image and that along with my story are what afford me a certain consistency,
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Maybe a freckle on your shoulder, perhaps the moonlight will oblige, give yourself
another shadow, find yourself another sign, I want to trace my lips across yours like a
wisp of fading smoke, let my heartbeat gather a rhythm that’s already broken,
Beings of light inhabit me · I want to get rid of that verbal presence, that parasite, I want
to slip those bonds · Can I get rid of this voice in my head, this voice dwelling in presences and echoes, this voice talking, reciting · Is this voice in my head the same as the
voice on the page, is that where it resides, is God like the narrator speaking through
your voice · A single voice can be heard from somewhere in the night, a single voice
calling out; it’s easy to claim that you know nothing,
Death visits me in the garden · Is there another inside like Lazarus in his tomb, someone
who can simply arise, arise, and come forth into the world · The voice that calls to me is
like another body sprawling across mine, a ghost body, like a ghostly image made of
light · I’m aware of this other body in the same way a monk is aware of silence, as a
weight displacing space and time, time and space,
Beings of light inhabit me · A single voice can be heard crying, overloud and straining to
the point of cracking, such is the adherence of the night and its surrounding darkness,
clinging before it enters into me like a hole · This is the immense stress each dimension
places on the others, every past, present, and future suddenly slipping, their contents
spilling · A tear in the fabric of spacetime would mean a gap, an emptiness between the
past, the present, and the future · We are already the effects of such a rupture, we are the
spilled contents of time, and a voice can be heard, a figure can be seen, as they are violently introjected into a frame · A single voice calls from somewhere in the distance, a
single voice calling out again and again as the shadows shift and move,
Enter into a deep dark nothing · The broad plane geometry of a cartoon flashes on the
screen · A gray mouse crawls through a flat black spot and ends up in another scene · I
imagine it moving from TV to TV as it darts through hole after hole, to scene after
scene · Are they only ever dark tunnels or are they passageways existing outside of space
and time; flat holes as doorways, non-locality represented by facade, as the trompe l’oeil
it presents itself as · No scene can ever subsume that black spot, overflowing like the
black maw of the empty screen,
The false real · I remember glimpsing her half-naked as I flash on the kitchen clock,
children running, cars passing, leaves rustling; I’m a perpetual unfolding of the hole
that is my ________, a hole left out of eternity · I betray everything in this crowded
chaos, a careening consciousness pelted with memories, trying to ease this sudden sodden turmoil looping into space,
My myth is broken then remade · A single voice can be heard from somewhere in the
night, a single voice calling out, sharp, like something that’s being glimpsed · That presence, the full extent of authority, exists in the tacit space between a voice and an ear · I
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stand on that authority, appearing as I fall,
Sophia, in place of the stars, delirious as her posture, sits on the veins of her feet · Splitting
between day and night, the sky is a gigantic shadow as I drift away · These images, these
voices, they're like an incantation turning my head around and around · A scene · In the
long green grass a snake, cut in half by a shovel, writhes violently as a grotesque flattening
spreads across a face, forcing down a sense of nausea,
You must have drifted off, as though the shadow of a cloud swept across you, blanketing you with sleep, carrying you away to you don’t know which moment depositing you
on such a shore as this · Was it a shipwreck in a storm that left you here or just a passing whim of time that consolidating leaves you wondering,
Wait, I must have dozed off, it was so strange I saw some tree-like totem of faces with
contorted expressions and figures with twisted limbs in poses just like a comic book
artist would draw, each somehow entwined with all the others yet distinct, like people
in torment nailed to a tree and becoming all so entwined with the trunk and branches
they look like a fungal growth or vines,
Then a young man approached, one they knew whose parents were separating, and as
they greeted one another asked, can a man divorce his wife for any reason · Someone
spoke calmly saying, accept what you can accept of life, some are born incapable, some
are made incapable, some choose to be,
A minimalist sketch · Searching, I remain so far removed from original pleasures · As a
substitute for the pleasure I took as a child in listening to my young parents fucking is
the pleasure I take in the sound of porn, but also, as a correlate and another step
removed, in the sound of voices on TV which I always associate with my parents in the
next room as I lie in bed behind a closed door · A scene · I’m sitting on the couch in the
living room watching a talk show on TV with my mother who is talking incessantly as a
voice in my head loops into space,
Then there’s the story I thought I read but I can’t find anywhere, I remember reading it
but I can’t really remember what it’s about, it’s like a kind of fairy tale, or maybe it’s
based on a fairy tale about a magic story, a story that whoever reads it it’ll always be
about them, they’ll see themselves no matter who they are, and it’ll either benefit them
in some way or else it’ll show them to themselves like a magic mirror that shows you
who you really are; does that sound familiar,
Why do I feel so guilty, like I’m just some kind of ulterior motive, I have to tell her that
I can’t love just her, I love everyone and can’t single her out · This is the time for the
preparation of the way into the wilderness · When they left the city and their families they
travelled to the town of ________ where they surprised the people with what they said,
they were not wild crazed fools as they were lead to believe, but were filled with a poise
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and a great reserve of strength, and those who heard them speak were impressed by the
wisdom they heard,
I stand alone in a field wanting the sky to touch the grass, watching gray clouds working, rain clouds showing it come to pass, each drop the broken sky, each drop our world
at last, in the tattered remnants of rain, a broken twilight turns away from the world as
life swallows the green grass, a jagged glimmer of light illuminating the sky,
I can see other lives stretching away into a kind of distance, like mirages, blue and gold
halos which vanish in a blink of an eye, to be replaced with sky and sun; this is because
the future is undressed, discarded vestments litter the present, and the past is like a
flock of birds alighting,
Corridors and hallways, down an endlessly clinging line, gray with peeling mold in the
basement musty and dank, wide stretching long in the school bright and prophylactic ·
Here I am a thief associating with thieves · Having been left a key I have to determine
which of the doors it belongs to; trying it on the first door I’m so surprised to discover
it works that I don’t think to try it on any of the others,
His appearance, besotted and rough · Hair unwashed, long and uncombed, dirty jeans,
shirt torn and soiled, old leather coat and shoes, teeth unbrushed, breath foul, pimples
scratched into open sores · An attitude towards the world mirroring his appearance,
asocial, a near total rejection · There are many ways to come to life, to be reborn, and to be
not of the world · For some come to a new life, some are forced to it by fate, and some are
born to it · And in this like in everything else, indifference promises to condemn it · Soiled,
possessing the easily-throbbing rectitude of a natural beauty and charisma, merely
unwashed, as though from out of a desert, he strides like the force of fate through the world,
commanding attention even from a distance, even when he’s not known, even when contained in a mere glimpse, he is looked upon as possessing authority, the words from his
mouth calm, his eyes belying his appearance,
Without its glitter and glow the night just collapses, a darkness after darkness without
end, for not even that which is nothing escapes the laws of this world · Name after
name even the past is like an empty sentence speaking, meaning less but grammatical,
burying you in its rules · I am the emptiness in my place, so who will tempt me, who
will follow my lead, I can see other lives stretching away, they seek me out to enter my
dreams,
Then they crossed over and entered the country of... · My mind is a wave machine of
sounds and images · During the long crossing asleep in a cabin I dreamt a storm
approached descending upon us · As the waves grew and the ship was tossed I got up
and stepped out of the ship as though through any other doorway and walked across
the raging waters to the far shore,
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The true real · Tell me, tell me, is there something hidden inside, or is it outside · Once
upon a time before the world was a story · I do sense something somewhere · Why do you
fold into one another like voices · Some thoughts seem bred in a pocket · I’ll tell you a
story because your ears are like broken windows · There is no inside or outside, there is
only ever a between,
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